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1. Introduction
2015 is qualified as an interesting year for the Ministry of VROMI. The Ministry was established on
the day that country Sint Maarten obtained an autonomous status within the Kingdom of the
Netherlands, on 10 October 2010. At the end of 2015, the Ministry existed for 5 years and 3 months,
but had been under the leadership of 6 different ministers during that period, of which in the year
2015, the Ministry of VROMI was led by 3 different ministers. Though this has not been very
different for the other ministries of the Government, it requires a strong organization to remain
reasonably stable to endure such frequent change of course in such a short period of time, especially
during a period when the improvement of the basic functioning of the organization is cardinal.
From the beginning, VROMI was one of the organizational entities of the Government of Sint
Maarten that was put under the regime of the so called ‘plan of approach’, aimed at improving
especially the management, as well as the functioning of the Ministry. While no longer subject of a
‘plan of approach’ since 2014, and the organization has strived to execute its core tasks at a level
deserving of the community of Sint Maarten, continuous improvement of the performance has
remained a priority. However, given the above context, coupled with uncertainty about financial
resources, 2015 can be qualified as a difficult year.
Notwithstanding, VROMI has been able to make some accomplishments in carrying out its core
tasks, as will be further described within this year report. An important accomplishment in 2015 was
the approval of the VROMI Ministry Plan 2015 -2018, which has several important strategic
objectives for the coming period. In this regard, the core operational priorities are focused into 3
strategic objectives, while special attention and priority is given to the continuing review and
improvement of the performance of the organization, as a separate and fourth strategic objective.
VROMI maintains the principle that without a good organization, all good intentions are doomed to
fail.
This 2015 year report is intended to give a brief and sober review of the activities carried out in
2015, initiatives started, as well as the accomplishments made in the year. It is expected that it can
provide an overview of the challenges faced and the resourcefulness of the organization in meeting
these challenges. Furthermore, the year report does not aim to be lofty, but to provide information
by which the work of the Ministry can be judged during 2015, in the interest of transparency and
disclosure.

Louis Brown
Secretary General VROMI
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2. Vision and Mission of VROMI
The Vision of the Ministry is to realize an optimal living, working and recreational environment for
Country Sint Maarten by rendering efficient services for the benefit of the community, the citizenry
and administration of Sint Maarten.
The Mission is to care for an integrated organization and management of the public areas through
the establishment and implementation of legislation and policy, as well as controlling in order to
safeguard an optimal living, working and recreational environment for the residents of Sint Maarten.
2.1
The Core Tasks of VROMI
The core organizational tasks of the Ministry of VROMI include:
•

Policy advising concerning Public Housing, Spatial Development, Environment and Infrastructure,
and the care for the spatial development in the broad sense;

•

The care for civil-technical works, public areas and cemeteries, street and traffic furnishing,
street lighting and urban renewal;

•

The care for affairs in the area of spatial development, environment and nature, domain and
safety, management of land, buildings and properties of the Government of Sint Maarten;

•

The care for affairs in the area of underground infrastructure, drainage facilities, and building-,
utility-, civil-technical- and related projects;

•

Effective policy in the area of solid and liquid waste, rent- and land policy;

•

The care for the representation of Sint Maarten in the areas of VROMI, locally and
internationally, the translation of international treaties in this regard to the local context, and
the advising and supporting of government organizations in the Kingdom context herein;

•

The Management of real property of the Government and resisting land speculation.

2.2
Organizational Structure
The Secretary General gives direction to the ministry and is supported by the Staff Bureau.
The ministry has one Policy Department: VROM that is responsible for the preparation of policy and
legislation and for guidance in implementation thereof.
The Ministry has 5 Executive Services:
1. New Projects
The Department of New Projects ensures the realization of high quality level of diverse building,
utility and civil engineering projects for Sint Maarten, through the provision of competent project
management support.
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2. Infrastructure Management
The Department of Infrastructure Management is responsible for equipping and proactively
managing the public areas in order to safeguard a good quality of the spatial surroundings in the
interest of the public of Sint Maarten.
3. Domain Affairs
The Department of Domain Affairs is responsible for all aspects of administration and management
of Government land and real property in the broadest sense of the word. The department does this
by rendering its service to internal and external clients in a direct, clear and accurate manner.
4. Permits
The Department of Permits is responsible for processing and issuance of permits within the worksphere of VROMI, thereby focused on professionalism, efficiency and client friendliness.
5. Inspection
The Department of Inspection is responsible for the inspection and control of activities within the
sphere of domain land, building, environment and work safety to safeguard an environmentally
responsible, structured and safe living and work surroundings for the public.
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3. Ministry Plan and Finances
3.1
Ministry Plan 2015-2018
The Honorable Minister of VROMI, Angel Meyers, took a
very necessary step to realize the Ministry’s goals and
objectives outlined in the Ministry Plan 2015-2018 by
presenting the ministry plan for approval by the Council
of Ministers on December 30, 2015.
The Ministry of VROMI has defined four strategic
objectives, which it will focus on in the coming years,
namely: 1) Sustainable development through protection
of our environment and natural resources, 2) Enhance
the resilience of the country, 3) Enhance the quality of
life of citizens, and 4) Improve the performance and
organization of the Ministry.
These strategic objectives are further articulated into
various projects and initiatives to be carried out by the
respective departments within the Ministry within the
coming years. The ministry’s past activities that were outlined in the previous Ministry Plan 2012 –
2014 were evaluated and formed the basis of the groundwork for the strategic objectives of the
ministry, to secure a foundation to commence execution upon approval of the plan.
The ministry has since actively communicated various tenders, vacancies and department activities
as well as participated in significant information assemblies and other consultation initiatives to
strengthen the ministry’s approach in realizing the goals of its strategy. Monitoring, reporting and
communication will form an integral part of the way in which VROMI intends to engage citizens
throughout this period.
This Ministry Year Review 2015 is based on the progress of the different initiatives to realize the
strategic objectives of the Ministry of VROMI. In chapters 4 through 7, a recap is provided (in table
form) of the areas wherein activities will be undertaken during the period of the Ministry Plan, to
realize the stated strategic objectives and the progress will be reported per strategic objective, with
some elucidation of the areas where activities were undertaken. Furthermore, the review also
makes note of some of the operational achievements through statistical indicators during the course
of 2015 in chapter 8.
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3.2

Finances

3.2.1 Operational budget
The operational budget represents the yearly recurrent expenses for the running of the organization
and the execution of the core tasks of VROMI. A summary of the expenditure is indicated in the table
below. These exclude the costs of the Minister of VROMI and the Cabinet of the Minister of VROMI.

Operations

Budget 2015

Actual 2015

Staff Bureau

1.920.494

1.099.659

Personnel

1.213.044

935.805

707.450

163.854

Policy Department VROM

2.271.857

1.480.044

Personnel

1.148.169

869.552

179.000

70.162

Spatial Development

62.000

0

Environment policy

60.000

0

Execution of government tasks

47.000

0

775,688

540.330

1.329.165

1.097.712

809.767

940.665

Operational

Operational

Subsidies

New Projects
Personnel
Operational

38.500

2.061

350.000

285.884

24.618.876

25.431.382

4.071.919

3.645.215

92.000

128.740

2.514.000

1.948.769

Public lighting

891.256

891.256

Traffic provisions and parking

255.000

136.885

2.305.951

1.638.000

11.783.000

11.500.016

850.316

2.454.882

2.456.385

2.363.173

67.000

56.496

Domain Affairs

831.400

530.914

Personnel

664.900

393.768

Operational

113.500

125.594

53.000

11.552

Legal & Technical Advice

Infrastructure Management
Personnel
Operational
Road Maintenance

Surface drainage management
District upkeep
Sanitary Landfill management
Sewage management
VROMI Yard

Land purchase preparation
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Operations

Budget 2015

Actual 2015

Permits

722.832

737.099

Personnel

704.332

722.936

18.500

14.163

Inspection

1.064.085

911.762

Personnel

1.011.585

892.830

52.500

18.932

NAf 32.758.709

NAf 31.288.572

Operational

Operational
Total VROMI
(excl. Min&Cab)

↓ 5%

The 2015 cost of operations are in line with the budget. Areas of shortage were compensated by
means of (budget neutral) budget amendments in order to ensure and safeguard the operational
responsibilities. However this often times results in certain other activities and policies being put on
hold and / or postponed, hopefully to be covered in future budgets.
3.2.2 Capital Budget
Government was not able to obtain a loan in 2015, therefore projects were financed by the
remaining Capital funds from the 2014 loan. This of course had an effect on the amount of projects
the Ministry was able to execute in 2015.
Due to above mentioned the Ministry of VROMI overspent its Capital Budget by approximately NAf 3
million, especially with the purchase of the Vorst Estate.
3.2.3

Revenues

INCOME

Budget 2015

Actual 2015

3.850.000

5.569.871

1.100.000

991.170

0

12.650

82.500

39.740

0

246.222

NAf 5.032.500

NAf 6.859.653

Domain Affairs
Long lease

Permits
Building Permits
Hindrance Permits

Inspection
Electrical Inspections
Infrastructure
Management
Septic Truck Discharge
WWTP
Total VROMI
(excl. Min&Cab)

↑ 36%
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3.2.4 Subsidies
In 2015, a total of NAf 540.330 was paid in subsidies, payment for service or for expenses to
numerous Non-Governmental Organizations (NGO’s) with whom the Ministry of VROMI has entered
into a Service-Level Agreement with (SLA). The following table gives an overview of the subsidies
given or payments toward SLA’s:

Non-Governmental Organization

Subsidy

Sint Maarten Nature Foundation (NF)

NAf 204.000

Sint Maarten Archeological Centre (SIMARC)

NAf 36.000

Sint Maarten Housing Development Foundation (SMHDF)

NAf 275.000

Rental Committee

NAf 25.330

TOTAL

NAf 540.330
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4. Sustainable development through protection of our
environment and natural resources
4.1

Status of themes and initiatives in 2015

Sustainable development through protection of our environment and
natural resources
Reform legislation
concerning Spatial
Planning

•
•
•
•
•

Environmental
management and
nature
conservation

•
•
•
•
•
•

Implement the New VROMI Ordinance
Establish a Spatial Development Strategy
Implement Development (zoning) plans
Strengthen legislation and measures on nature,
environment and cultural heritage
Ratification and implementation of International
treaties into national ordinances
Nature Policy Plan
Environmental Policy and Management Plan
Establish noise, air and water quality norms
Develop standard environmental regulations to include
in permits
Develop a notification procedure instead of hindrance
permits for certain standard branches of activities
Develop an inspection cycle for hindrance, permits and
safety inspections

Mitigate the
effects of Climate
Change

•
•
•

Introduce measures to reduce our carbon footprint
Soil and coastal erosion protection and management
Physical preparations for Sea-level rise

Preservation of
our Cultural
Heritage

•

Cooperation with and support to OCJS in management
of cultural heritage (arrange and define respective
responsibilities)
Archeology policy implementation in VROMI ordinance
and zoning plans
Strengthen the functioning and continuity of SIMARC
Enhance the VROMI relationship with the Monument
Council
Protection of (additional) areas of natural and cultural
heritage value

•
•
•
•

Strengthen VROMI
inspection and
enforcement

•
•
•
•

Establish an enforcement Policy and execution program
Training of Permits and Inspection for more effective
supervision and enforcement of legislation
Enhance interdepartmental communication within
VROMI
Enhance inter-ministerial communication and
cooperation between other inspections departments
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4.1.1 Theme: Reform legislation concerning spatial development
Implement the new VROMI ordinance
The legislative framework of VROMI needs to be updated. This will be accomplished by the
preparation of a new VROMI Ordinance, in the form of a framework-umbrella ordinance with a
harmonized chapter in enforcement. Parts of this new ordinance will include review and revision of
the various existing ordinances, including updates of the Spatial Planning Ordinance, the Hindrance
Ordinance and the Building Ordinance. The new ordinance will be an umbrella combining most
implementing regulations in the area of VROMI under a single ordinance. The draft VROMI
Ordinance is currently being reviewed by the Department of Legal Affairs & Legislation for
subsequent submittal to Parliament for approval, which is planned for 2016.
Spatial Development Strategy
Based on the National Ordinance Principles on Spatial Development Planning (Dutch:
Landsverordening grondslagen ruimtelijke ontwikkelingsplanning (AB 2013, GT no. 403)) the
Minister of VROMI is tasked with the preparation of a consistent and sustainable policy for the
(spatial) development of Sint Maarten. In 2014 the Policy Department started the preparation of a
draft Spatial Development Strategy intended as such policy.
In 2015 the draft Spatial Development Strategy was being finalized and a stakeholder consultation
round will be scheduled in 2016. Once this process has been completed, the Spatial Development
Strategy will be submitted to the Council of Ministers for approval.
Implement Development (zoning) plans
Based on the National Ordinance on spatial development planning (Landsverordening ruimtelijke
ontwikkelingsplanning (AB 2013, GT no. 144)), the government of Sint Maarten has undertaken to
prepare development plans with zoning regulations (zoning plans) to manage the spatial
development of Sint Maarten.
In order to get a better grip on the spatial development, the Ministry of VROMI has embarked on the
preparation of zoning plans for the entire area of Country Sint Maarten.
A total of twelve draft zoning plans were developed and three of them were placed on public review
in 2014, namely Simpson Bay, Cul-de-Sac and Cay Hill - Little Bay.
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In 2015 the process was delayed due to the lengthy period in which the Committee of Experts took
to advise on the objections submitted by the public on the draft development plans. Their first draft
advice was received in December 2015 for the draft development plan of Simpson Bay. For the Plans
of Cul de Sac and Cay Hill-Little Bay, the advices of the committee of experts has not been submitted
as yet.
4.1.2 Theme: Environmental management and nature conservation
Nature Policy Plan
A Nature Policy Plan was drafted on the basis of a consultation round which was conducted with the
main stakeholders in the field of Nature Conservation on Sint Maarten. In the 2nd quarter of 2015, a
2nd consultation round was held again with internal and external stakeholders. The comments and
feedback are being processed and the necessary adjustments to the Nature Policy Plan are being
made. In 2016 the final draft will be presented to the Minister of VROMI for approval.
Environmental Policy and Management Plan
A first Environmental Policy and Management Plan has been drafted in 2015 and has been sent to all
stakeholders for comments in December 2015. The Environmental Policy and Management Plan will
follow the same trajectory as the Nature Policy Plan with expected approval in 2016.
Establish noise, air and water quality norms
During the course of 2015, an assessment was conducted of the existing norms which were
approved by the Netherlands Antilles in 2007. It is concluded that there are several discrepancies
which make a proper administrative enforcement difficult in practice. During the course of 2016, an
advice will be drafted on which norms need to be adjusted and this process will be integrated in the
VROMI national ordinance.
4.1.3 Theme: Preservation of our Cultural Heritage
Archeology policy implementation in VROMI ordinance and zoning plans
In 2015, the guidelines for review of archeologically sensitive areas, within the context of
applications for building permits was drafted for review and will be integrated in the new VROMI
ordinance and in the zoning plans that are in preparation.
Strengthen the functioning and continuity of SIMARC
In 2015, the Ministry of VROMI drafted a new management agreement to extend the current
agreement with SIMARC for a period of 2 years to support the facilitating of archeological services
and storage of artifacts. Given the transfer of the responsibilities for monuments from VROMI to the
Ministry ECYS as of 10.10.10, this new agreement is a joint agreement between the Minister of
VROMI and the Minister of ECYS with SIMARC.
4.1.4 Theme: Strengthen VROMI inspection and enforcement
Enhance inter-ministerial communication and cooperation between other inspections departments
To further enhance inter-ministerial cooperation between other inspection departments, the
Multidisciplinary Control Team have developed plans to intensify controls at places of business. The
multidisciplinary controls consist of members of the Inspection and Control departments of
Government such as; the Immigration & Border Protection Services, the Labor & Health
Inspectorate, the SZV department Control & Levies, the Inspection Department of VROMI, The
Economic Control Department and the Fire Department.
Given the multidisciplinary nature of the controls various issues are examined such as adhering to
the labor regulations, illegal employees, work safety measures, fire safety measure, adherence to
the building code and adherence to the social & health insurance regulations and business and
operational license regulations.
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5. Enhancement of the resilience of the country
5.1

Status of themes and initiatives

Enhancement of the resilience of the country
Quality of the built
environment

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Disaster
preparedness and
responsiveness

•
•
•

Nature
Conservation and
Development

•
•
•
•

Review the building ordinance and codes
Develop and enforce quality norms for the physical
infrastructure
Ensure adequate maintenance of the physical
infrastructure according to approved norms
Restructuring and redevelopment of commercial and
industrial areas
Improvement of the drainage system
Ensure that all utilities are placed underground
Improve the inspection and enforcement activities
Future planning to enhance resistance to sea-level rise in
low lying areas
Identification of flood-prone areas to limit development
or take other appropriate response measures

2015







Review VROMI Disaster Preparedness Plan (ESF3)
Improve communication around Disaster Response
Planning
Improve enforcement of preventive measures in (existing)
rules and regulations



Protection and improvement of natural water gutters and
wetlands
Soil Erosion and Management to prevent damage to
property and physical infrastructure
Enhance water retention capacity (retention ponds) to
prevent flooding
Protection of our coastlines through coastal management



5.1.1 Theme: Quality of the built environment
Review the building ordinance and codes
See paragraph 4.1.1: Implement the new VROMI ordinance. Within the review of the Building
Ordinance, the building codes will also be reviewed and included as national decrees entailing
general measures.
Develop and enforce quality norms for the physical infrastructure
The Ministry of VROMI has prepared a first draft of quality norms and design standards for the
physical infrastructure such as, sewage, drainage and roads that need to be adapted to St. Maarten’s
situation and needs. These documents are being reviewed and will be submitted for approval in
2016. By establishing quality norms and design standards, private developers will be able to realize
infrastructure plans based on updated and coherent norms and design standards of the government,
to ensure for example that sewage lines are connectable to the sewage network and drainage plans
adequately cater to rainfall norms.
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Improvement of the drainage system
Storm Water Management Strategy
The severe infrastructure and property damages as a result of the adverse weather conditions from
Friday November 7th through 8th, 2014, once again showed the seriousness of flood related
problems in Sint Maarten. In particular since the recent flooding was more widespread and vigorous
than many expected. The Council of Ministers tasked the Ministry of VROMI with the preparation of
a comprehensive drainage plan with budget estimates for implementation in order to tackle the
problems. In 2015, the Storm Water Management Strategy was submitted to the Council of
Ministers for approval, but due to budgetary constraints, the process was put on hold whereby more
emphasis is placed on the financial consequences of the Storm Water Management Strategy.
Flood gates Cottage Roundabout
The installation of the new floodgates was completed in 2015 and are functioning well. The purpose
of the floodgates is to alleviate flooding by lowering the water levels of the Fresh Pond into the
Great Salt Pond. The floodgates when opened can drop water levels quite fast to prevent
unnecessary flooding. However, if severe torrential rains occur and the Great Salt Pond is also
expected to flood, the pumps will then be utilized to manage the situation.
Trench Cleaning Contracts
In 2015, the Ministry of VROMI via a public tendering procedure, issued new contracts for the
cleaning of trenches and storm water drainage channels. The contract terms are for 2 years with a
possibility for extension of 1 year. The contracts entail criteria upon which ongoing cleaning is
stipulated by a strict schedule in order to maintain cleanliness at acceptable standards, especially to
ensure that the trenches are cleaned prior to and during the hurricane season.
Identification of flood-prone areas to limit development or take other appropriate response measures
In the Storm Water Management Strategy, the flood-prone areas were identified and measures such
as zoning and building constraints will be included in the various zoning plans which are in the
process of being established.
5.1.2 Theme: Disaster preparedness and responsiveness
VROMI Disaster Preparedness Plan ESF-3
The Ministry of VROMI as part of the EOC, is responsible for the Emergency Support Function Group
3 (ESF-3). The tasks of ESF-3 according to the “Emergency Preparedness Plan” (Rampenplan) is as
follows:
Accessibility and clean up
• Provide direction to the resources and activities related to the public works such as road
maintenance, debris- and garbage removal;
• Meet with private businesses regarding the use of private resources for work related to public
works activities;
• Responsibility for water management and - control;
• Meet with utility companies (ESF-1) regarding the interruption and restoration of services.
Environmental
• Responsibility for the quality and preservation of the environment during and after an incident /
emergency.
The Ministry of VROMI is in the process of updating the Disaster Preparedness Plan for its ESF group
that will outline the tasks and work procedures per type of disaster which the Ministry plays a role in
the phases before, during and after a disaster. The completion of this Disaster Preparedness Plan is
scheduled for 2016.
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Pre-hurricane cleanup campaign with haulers
As part of the hurricane season preparedness, the garbage contractors are required to submit a prehurricane cleanup campaign with detailed schedules noting collection days, time and areas as well as
the type of waste that can be disposed of. Most community councils and the neighborhood CPO’s
are all involved in the active participation of their community cleanup and are in close contact with
VROMI to ensure an acceptable condition is maintained. During this campaign, residents are able to
dispose of loose household appliances, old furniture, pieces of wood, tree branches (pruning of
trees), zinc, or any pieces of garbage that can become airborne during a hurricane.
Prolonged period of drought
Due to a prolonged period of drought in 2015, the water levels in the Great Salt Pond and Fresh
Pond became very low and other public health issues were starting to develop due to the drying of
the sludge at the bottom of the Great Salt Pond. To alleviate this situation seawater was let into the
Fresh Pond and Great Salt Pond. In 4 days, the water level was restored and this exercise also had a
positive effect in controlling the population of the invasive Tilapia species. The water quality was
also improved due to the introduction of seawater which had a disinfecting effect. Also, schools of
tarpon and other saltwater species were released into the Great Bay.
5.1.3 Theme: Nature Conservation and development
Protection and improvement of natural water gutters and wetlands
This initiative has been integrated into the draft zoning plans for Country Sint Maarten which has
been elucidated in paragraph 4.1.1. Once the Zoning plans are approved, the protection of natural
water gutters and wetlands will be better enforceable legally. The further improvement of nature
will be further elucidated in a Nature Policy Plan which is currently under development as referred
to in paragraph 4.1.2.
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6. Enhance the quality of life of citizens
6.1

Status of themes and initiatives

Enhance the quality of life of citizens
Improve and
maintain the
physical quality of
the living
environment

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Space reservation for ‘Village Centers’ in districts (zoning)
Investigate measures to improve the public transport
system
Implement measures to reduce traffic congestion and
improve mobility
Improve public parking facilities
Beautification of public spaces
Improve garbage collection system
Improve upkeep and management within the districts
Create and implement a bicycle and pedestrian network
Create public recreation spaces (parks) and green buffer
zones
Expansion of primary physical infrastructure network
(roads, utilities, sewage, drainage)
Expansion of sewage collection and treatment network
Develop drainage master plan and policy (flood prone
areas/water management)

2015










•
•
•
•
•
•

Develop Public Housing Vision for the coming 20 years
Strengthen working relationship with SMHDF
Evaluate the functioning of the Housing Rent Committee
Update of the Housing Rental Ordinance
Provide land for the development of affordable housing
Strengthen the Mortgage Guarantee Fund to facilitate
home ownership




Provide legal
security to
property owners

•
•
•
•

Establish spatial development (zoning) plans
Guide spatial development through zoning
Establish development norms (i.e. parking)
Develop transparent long lease policy (assignment and
ground rent)



Reduce
dependency of
fossil fuels

•
•

Develop a Waste to Energy Plant
Introduce measures to stimulate the use of renewable
energy
Investigate Biogas extraction (sewage sludge / landfill)
Introduce garbage (separation and) recycling
Replace public street lighting bulbs with LED bulbs
Promote energy efficiency and conservation (use of LED
lights)
Promote energy efficient transportation means



Facilitate
affordable housing
and home
ownership

•
•
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6.1.1 Theme: Improve and maintain the physical quality of the living environment
Space reservation for ‘Village Centers’ in districts (zoning)
Due to the lack of a spatial development strategy and spatial planning, many districts were
developed without a centralized ‘village center’. A ‘village center’ is a bundling of commercial
functions, for example in combination with the construction of a square or small park and with a
community center and playground that stimulates social cohesion and enhances the quality of life in
the different districts and neighborhoods. A ‘village center’ also contributes to limiting traffic
movements thereby decongesting our main roads. The government can encourage the development
of centers actively.
Within the draft zoning plans for Country Sint Maarten, the concept of reserving or designating
space for the building of a community center or a shopping courtyard as a starting point of the
creation of such a ‘village center’, has been taken into account during the development process of
the zoning plans for Country Sint Maarten.
Improve public parking facilities
For a number of years, the Simpson Bay commercial area (The Strip) is experiencing an acute
shortage of public parking facilities due to its exponential growth. Due to this parking shortage,
dangerous situations have developed with parking alongside the roads, double parking, and also
making it impossible for emergency services to access premises if necessary. To improve the
situation, an area has been designated and zoned at the area known as “Kim-Sha Beach” to
construct a public parking facility to accommodate approximately 180 motor vehicles. A terms of
reference was drafted for public tendering of the works in the beginning of 2016.
Improve garbage collection system
The garbage collection contracts which would expire in May 2016 were due for renewal. In 2015, the
terms of reference for the new garbage collection contracts were prepared and the process for
public tender of these works were started. The intention is to subdivide the collection parcels into 8
instead of 4 parcels, and have the works executed in a more cost effective manner. Furthermore, the
aspect of district cleaning will be removed from the works of the garbage collection contracts and
tendered separately.
It is the intention in the future to give more attention to recycling of waste materials, in an effort to
reduce the amount of waste material needing to be landfilled. In this regard, the possibility will be
looked at to have the garbage collection companies also be part of the recycling agenda, through
placement of separate collection bins for recyclable materials in the districts.
Improve upkeep and management within the districts
With the separation of the district cleaning from the garbage collection contracts, more emphasis
can be placed on this important issue of keeping the districts clean. Instead of 4 parcels, Sint
Maarten will be divided into 13 parcels or work areas. This should afford more cost effectiveness in
the cleaning of the areas and more attention for the maintenance of the respective areas.
Furthermore, the Ministry of VROMI has initiated regular meetings with the various community
councils of the Sint Maarten neighborhoods, in an effort to get a better assessment of the needs for
improvement of the districts and the management thereof in collaboration with community
representatives, with the primary goal of the enhancing of the living conditions of the residents
through enhancing the infrastructure and social needs through better cleaning programs and
maintenance works
Car wreck removal campaign
As part of the improvement of the environment in the neighborhoods, in 2015, a start was made to
a nationwide removal of car wrecks from the roadsides. The total number of car wrecks removed
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since the commencement of the campaign surpasses 100 cars, eradicating these hazardous wrecks
out of the living environment of our districts that not only create an unsightly eye-sore, but harbor
rodents, garbage and other hazardous waste. Residents were urged to remove all illegal vehicles
from the public streets, roads and from their properties. Failure to remove any vehicles regarded as
abandoned or hazardous to public safety were removed upon notice and disposed of.
Maintenance of public infrastructure
In December 2015, the Verdi Road (Link 1 – phase 2) was recapped. Due to the fact that the
possibility to lend money for capital expenditures was not approved by the Council for Financial
Supervision (CFT), no other infrastructural works could be carried out due to the lack of funding.
Regular road maintenance such as patching was carried out throughout the year, however many
roads are reaching a stage where patching isn’t really going to work anymore. Some roads will need
to be recapped and in some cases, rebuilt completely due to the heavy traffic loads and congestion
the roads have to bear with.
The following dirt roads were hard-surfaced during 2015:
Name

District

Davis Drive

Middle Region

Plantation Drive

Hope Estate

Saba Drive

Mt William
Hill

Beaver Drive

Cay Hill

Location
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Name

District

Archimedes
Drive

Cole Bay

Potato Drive

Reward

Merite Shell
Road

Hope Estate

Soualiga Blvd

Pond Island

Martinique Road

Madame Est.

Passion Flower
Road

Betty’s Estate

Location
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Expansion of sewage collection and treatment network
Middle Region House Connections
During the course of 2015, all the homes along the main Middle Region Road were connected to the
main sewage line and the sewage is now being transported and treated at the Waste Water
Treatment Plant on the A.Th. Illidge Road. This project has been completed and delivered in October
2015.
Develop drainage master plan and policy (flood prone areas/water management)
See chapter 5, paragraph 5.1.1: Improvement of the drainage system / Storm Water Management
Strategy.
6.1.2 Theme: Facilitate affordable housing and home ownership
Develop Public Housing Vision for the coming 20 years
A report has been prepared regarding the establishing of a Housing Vision for Country Sint Maarten
addressing the public housing needs for the future. The report was prepared by external consultants,
in consultation with various stakeholders in public housing. The Housing Vision needs to be finalized
with an advice drafted with specific measures which need to be taken to properly execute the
Housing Vision.
Strengthen working relationship with SMHDF
In December, the Minister of VROMI, met with the Management and Board of the Sint Maarten
Housing Development Foundation (SMHDF). The Minister was given a presentation by management
outlining the goals of SMHDF for the period 2016-2020. In addition, the board highlighted to the
Minister the various challenges it faces in the execution of its responsibilities, emphasizing the lack
of financial assistance from government and the shortfall of property to build affordable housing.
The objectives of SMHDF are to build, renovate, manage, and maintain affordable housing
accommodation on the island of St. Maarten.
Provide land for the development of affordable housing
FOGA Development
The realization of the infrastructure for the construction of dwellings at FOGA in Sucker Garden
entailed a new road, drainage and the sewerage connections to the main sewage line from
Philipsburg to the current sewage treatment plant. The total construction cost of this project was
NAf 5.3 million and was scheduled for completion in the 2nd quarter of 2015. Due to problems with
the contractor, the project has not yet been completed and the Ministry is working diligently to
resolve this matter so that the housing development can continue.

Infrastructural works FOGA Development
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Transfer of Vorst Estate to APS
In November 2015, the Vorst Estate was transferred to the General Pension Fund (APS) for the
development of affordable housing for young professionals etc. The objective is to develop
approximately 45 homes on this estate to further meet the affordable housing demand on Sint
Maarten.
6.1.3 Theme: Provide legal security to property owners
Establish spatial development (zoning) plans
The process for the preparation and establishment of zoning plans for Sint Maarten has started. This
topic is further covered under chapter 4.1.1.
Establish development norms (i.e. parking)
The number and size of the parking spaces are generally recognized as condition in the relevant
planning permission and subsequent building permit application. These parking standards require
adaptation and formalization. To achieve this and in anticipation of the new zoning plans for Sint
Maarten, new regulations have been drafted in 2015 to update the parking standards to
minimize undesirable developments that burden the limited available public spaces for parking and
thereby obligating property developers to create adequate parking for their developments. This is
done to improve the quality of the public space, as parking pressure can adversely affect road safety,
because vehicles are parked at random, which impedes and endangers pedestrians who can’t use
the sidewalks as a result.
6.1.4 Theme: Reduce dependency of fossil fuels
Develop a Waste to Energy Plant
In November of 2013, a tender was held to select a company for the realization of a waste to energy
plant for Sint Maarten. Negotiations with the company that submitted the most favorable proposal
did not progress much during 2015. This as a result of much turmoil in the management of the
Electricity Company GEBE, with which a Power Purchase Agreement will be required. Further delays
in progress with respect to the realization of such a facility is to the detriment of the development of
the country, as the garbage problem, especially as regards the treatment of garbage on Sint Maarten
is getting quite out of control.
Introduce measures to stimulate the use of renewable energy
In 2014, the Government established the National Energy Policy. In 2015, initiatives were
undertaken, aimed at developing an execution program for the energy policy, especially aimed at
measures to stimulate the use of renewable energy. Progress is slow due to extensive discussions
between Government and NV GEBE on several topics pertaining to the feed in tariff, transition from
fossil fuel generated electricity to sustainable energy sources etc. Also, due to internal challenges
within NV GEBE in the past year, meetings between the VROMI and NV GEBE could not be held.
Notwithstanding, various initiatives are being undertaken by the private sector, some through
approvals of VROMI, to install solar panels to generate renewable energy for their properties.
Replace public street lighting bulbs with LED bulbs
In 2014, a management agreement was signed between the Ministry of VROMI and NV GEBE
concerning the upgrading of the public street lighting to LED; the placement and the replacement of
public street lighting based on the agreement GEBE will replace 3000 streetlights with LED lights
over a period of 4 years. This agreement and initiative should significantly reduce the utility cost on
the VROMI budget for public lighting. Various request have already been carried out by NV GEBE to
place new streetlights and about another 10-15 request are pending for various areas throughout
the island.
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The department of Infrastructure Management has requested a total overview of all streetlights that
have been replaced with LED light fixtures thus far since the signing of the management agreement
by NV GEBE. At the end of 2015, no report was received from NV GEBE as yet.
6.1.5 Special Projects
Expansion of vaults Church Hill Cemetery Cul-De-Sac
In 2003, the Island Government chose to build burial vaults in addition to burials in the ground due
to the limited space available. It began with the construction of 99 vaults that were full over a period
of one year. Annually additional vaults are constructed to meet the demand. On May 6, 2014 a
public tender was held to construct an additional 99 vaults including the necessary infrastructure
such as a retaining wall, pavement, etc. The project was finalized in the 2nd quarter of 2015.
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7. Improve the performance and organization of the
Ministry
7.1

Status of themes and initiatives in 2015

Improve the performance and organization of the Ministry
Organizational
development and
HRM

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increase revenues
and reduce
operational
expenses

•
•
•
•
•

Improve public
service and
transparency

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strengthening of
data management
within VROMI

•
•
•
•
•
•

Improve resources
and working
environment of
VROMI

•
•
•
•

Embed the (new) competencies into the organizational
development plans
Review organization plan and resources of Domain Affairs
Develop organizational unit for management of addresses
Review organization plan Infrastructure Management
Strengthen contract management for public infrastructure
Improve the working cooperation between interdependent
organizational units (NW & IM, PER & INSP)
Implement Personal Development Plan for employees
Implementation of HR Cycle aimed at continued personnel
growth
Continued upgrading of personnel competencies and skills
through training
Improve Planning and Control cycle through plan-do-check-act
approach in year planning and reporting

2015










Improve management and collection of domain ground rent
Implement sewage collection and treatment fee
Review fee structure for services (i.e. permits, addresses)
Investigate feasibility of increasing revenues through fees for
other services (i.e. garbage collection)
Promoting paperless administration



Improve customer service and communication to the public
Develop and implement a coherent communication strategy
Introduce digital services to customers
Promote more public (and stakeholder) consultations in
execution of larger projects
Evaluate and improve purchase and tendering policy
Project clear distinction of responsibilities between Ministries
Publish reporting of the organization to the public
Publish infrastructure works and schedules




Further development of Geospatial Information System (GIS)
Further development of Digital Archiving System (DECOS)
Enhancing the Document Management System (DMS –
DECOS)
Implement IT support to work-processes and registration
Implement digital interface for address system
Improve information sharing between ministries via intranet










Improve VROMI workplace for Infrastructure Management
Ensure adequate vehicle and equipment fleet of VROMI
Ensure stable functioning ICT infrastructure
Introduce @WORK intranet environment for remote
functioning of the organization
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7.1.1 Theme: Organizational development and HRM
Embed the (new) competencies into the organizational development plans
To further improve the organizational development of VROMI and to instill work ownership and the
development of the team members, competences have been incorporated in the individual work
plans of the employees of VROMI. At the beginning of each year, an individual work plan is made for
each employee during planning interviews. At the end of each year, the performance is assessed
during performance evaluations of each employee. This HRM cycle has now been embedded in the
organizational development plans and in the department year plans.
Review organization plan and resources of Domain Affairs
In 2015 an assignment was made to engage an external consultant in the review of the performance
of the Department of Domain Affairs, and to advise on improving the functioning of the department.
The review of the consultant was not completed in 2015. Furthermore there are serious question
marks surrounding the quality of the review and of the results to be delivered. It will have to be
decided in 2016 on how to move forward, as the management of the land assets of the Government
is a very important core task of VROMI, and as the revenues from long lease land represents a
significant contribution of VROMI to the revenues of the Government. The improvement of the
performance is necessary to improve the management of the land assets and ensure that the
Government can obtain the maximum benefit from this task.
Strengthen contract management for public infrastructure
The Government uses the principle to outsource work for much of the management of the public
infrastructure assets, and to strengthen the competences of the organization in the area of quality
management. One of the results of this approach is the establishment of a Section of Contract
Management within the Department of Infrastructure Management. However, the establishment of
the Section still needs to be finalized and the department is still coping with a shortage of qualified
personnel in the field of contract management and procedure writing. In 2016 the department will
continue the effort to recruit qualified personnel to fill these essential vacancies within the
Department.
Improve the working cooperation between interdependent organizational units (NW & IM, PER &
INSP)
In 2015, the Departments of New Projects and Infrastructure Management have intensified their
cooperation in an effort to ensure that new infrastructure projects realized are transferred in an
effective manner for the effective management thereof. All new infrastructure projects are realized
in joint cooperation and close consultation.
A start has also been made with more structural meetings between senior evaluators of the Permits
Department and the Head Inspectors of the Inspection Department. Although there are points of
improvement to be made as they become more structural, this will translate into better cooperation
and knowledge sharing between the departments
Implementation of HR Cycle aimed at continued personnel growth
The Government of Country St. Maarten has chosen to use “Performance Management” as a Human
Resource Management (HRM) & Human Resource Development (HRD) tool. Performance
Management is the chosen system to monitor the performance of the entire Civil Service, regarding
both management and employees of the Government of Country St. Maarten. The foundation of
Performance Management or ‘Management Tool’ is to monitor the application and development of
employees talents in such a way that these talents will be used effectively in order to achieve the
organizational goals.
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Within the Ministry of VROMI, the HR-Cycle forms the core in monitoring and developing the
performance of our employees. The HR-Cycle is as follows, a planning interview is derived from the
departmental performance management contract. In a planning interview plans will be agreed on
about the performance and activities. In a mid-term assessment interview, the progress will be
assessed and plans can be readjusted if necessary. In the assessment interview the manager will
assess the employees results, attitude and conduct. Each interview takes place once every year.
The HR-Cycle has now been embedded in VROMI and a start has been made to implement the HRD
Tool which focuses on the Personal Development Plan. This HRD Tool will be further implemented in
cooperation with P&O to further improve the performance of the employees and to further develop
their knowledge and skills.
Improve Planning and Control cycle through plan-do-check-act approach in year planning and
reporting
Every department within VROMI must develop a year plan which is linked to the Ministry Plan in
how they will accomplish the strategic objectives through their respective initiatives and projects.
The Year Plans also state the goals, objectives and performance needs for their respective
departments. Through quarterly reporting, Management can keep track of the progress and make
amendments or adjustments if necessary. At the end of the year, a Year-End Report is made by each
department evaluating the performance based on the Year Plan and the accomplishments that have
been achieved in fulfilling the strategic objectives of the Ministry Plan. This plan-do-check-act
approach has now been fully embedded in the organization of the Ministry.
7.1.2 Theme: Increase revenues and reduce operational expenses
Improve management and collection of domain ground rent
In the course of 2015, improvements have been made between the Department of Domain Affairs
and the Receivers office, that is charged with the collection of land lease fees. In the past, the
Department of Domain Affairs would inform the Receivers office which invoices need to be sent out
and collected. However, there was no feedback from the Receivers office after this whereby the
actual collection of the domain land fees where not being collected adequately. Due to better work
agreements and procedures between the Department of Domain Affairs and the Receivers office a
significant increase of 44% can be seen in the revenues from long lease fees compared to what was
projected and received in 2014. This is due to intensification of the collection of long outstanding
long lease fees, an effort that will be continued in 2016. In the future, it is foreseen that the financial
system of the Finance and Receiver would give better insight into the payment of long lease fees on
a transaction basis so that the Department of Domain Affairs is informed about delinquency in a
more timely manner, and can take appropriate action where necessary.
7.1.3 Theme: Improve public service and transparency
Improve customer service and communication to the public
A customer service survey was completed in November 2014 by the Department of Permits of
VROMI. The data results were assessed, worked on and applied in the aim of improving customer
service, public relations and the overall work process within the Department of Permits.
To further improve the front office customer service to applicants, the team of evaluators pre-screen
permit applications and assist applicants in the process. The goal of this improved customer service
is to limit the amount of incorrect application forms and correction letters to applicants so that the
application process is done more efficiently and less time consuming.
To further increase customer service, the application forms for Hindrance, Building and
Infrastructure permits have been reviewed and improvements are being made to further develop
comprehensible and clearer application forms for the general public. All permit application forms
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can be downloaded from the Government Website. To further improve the application process, the
application forms will be improved allowing the applicant to completely fill in the application form
online and submit it to for processing.
Develop and implement a coherent communication strategy
A coherent communication strategy would require a coherent project planning schedule on a
quarterly basis projecting duration, costs and activities surrounding each project emerging from
Ministry VROMI. Such practice would allow for fostering a customized strategy to each project,
determining the best media outlets, frequency, target market & communication language etc.
Such planning has yet to be established and practiced internally, which has created a different
approach to the communication strategy.
The communication strategy has since taken a different tone, defining the methods of approach
taken to disseminate information from the ministry to the public, with suggestions for better image
management, communication efforts and project planning. The strategy requires review and
finalization.
Promote more public (and stakeholder) consultations in execution of larger projects
Ministry VROMI has hosted various community town hall meetings and public hearings in various
districts concerning large projects that will have direct impact on the respective districts. These
meetings have focused on topics such as the 10th EDF "Dutch Quarter upgrading project, National
Ordinance on Spatial Development Planning (all areas), and infrastructural projects. This practice of
public consultation on large projects will become standard practice for the Ministry of VROMI.
Brochures are also created and disseminated to residents in the respective districts.
Publish reporting of the organization to the public
Ministry VROMI has been busy updating and creating brochures for each department to distribute to
the public to create more awareness about the services of VROMI, as well as the procedures
involved in getting the services rendered. In a recent general government information day organized
by the ombudsman office, all departments created updated information brochures which were
printed and handed out to the public.
Furthermore, the Ministry has made a practice in recent years, in the interest of general awareness
and transparency, to publish strategic plans such as the Ministry Plan on the government website,
and to publish annual reporting on the progress with the realization of the strategic objectives on
the website. This 2015 year report is an example thereof.
Publish infrastructure works and schedules
All public infrastructure works are reported via every communication platform available to the
ministry. Because there are no quarterly or any sort of timely planned schedules for infrastructure
works, information is disseminated as it is received and works are conducted as they are approved.
There are instances when such works pose a nuisance to residents and motorists alike, especially
when not planned and informed of ahead of time. Nonetheless no major complaints or protests
have been experienced thus far.
Improving working environment within the ministry
Ministry VROMI has set to establish a yearly team building effort ministry-wide to familiarize
employees and management alike with one another, which also serves as a token of appreciation to
all ministry staff for their commitment and dedication to their responsibilities. This date has been
set for June 30th every year.
The ministry has also created a social committee who will be responsible for proposing and planning
activities, events and informing staff members of various social information including birthdays,
accomplishments etc.
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7.1.4 Theme: Strengthening of data management within VROMI
Further development of Geospatial Information System (GIS)
In 2015, a further implementation of geospatial data was added in our Geospatial Information
System (GIS):
• Finalizing the input of Planning Permits;
• Creation of base maps for the registration of street location and names;
• A feasibility study has been started to connect the GIS base maps of VROMI with those of the
Cadaster as well as with GEBE and possibly other utility companies;
• Sewage pits have been added into the system;
• The Zoning Plan Map of Sint Maarten has been added as a layer in the system.
The implementation of a Geospatial Information System (GIS) that all departments within the
Ministry of VROMI can exchange digital geographical (map) information has evolved in 2015 with the
addition of more levels of information into the GIS system. IN 2016, the Ministry intends to create a
website where some useful information from the GIS of VROMI can be accessible for the general
public. Examples of information to be displayed on this website will include addresses, planning
permits, protected monuments and possible other information that is generally regarded as public
information.
Further development of Digital Archiving System (DECOS)
Between 2012 and 2014, an effort was undertaken in the cleaning and improving the archive system
of VROMI in a special project. Part of this effort included also the creation of an archive support
system in DECOS to improve finding archived dossiers. As the effort came to an end in 2014, not
much has been done in 2015 to finalize the project. Together with DIV/AZ it will be necessary to plan
the completion of the archive cleanup project and the archiving of other important dossiers within
VROMI, with the support of the DECOS system to do so.
Enhancing the Document Management System (DMS – DECOS)
DECOS has been adopted as the central system by DIV/AZ for the management of documents within
the organization. Further improvements have been made with the document management system,
including the introduction of a new version of DECOS – JOIN. In VROMI, aside from the central
document management system, DECOS is also used for management of the workflow systems of the
Permits and Inspection department. Further training of personnel has been executed in 2015 to
improve our archiving and registration of documents within the Ministry.
7.1.5 Theme: Improve resources and working environment of VROMI
Improving working environment within the ministry
While none of the planned activities under this theme have been carried out as yet, the Ministry
VROMI has set to establish a yearly team building effort ministry-wide to familiarize employees and
management alike with one another, which also serves as a token of appreciation to all ministry staff
for their commitment and dedication to their responsibilities. The event should support improving
the working environment between colleagues within VROMI. To organize such events, the ministry
has created a social committee who will be responsible for proposing and planning activities, events
and informing staff members of various social information including birthdays, accomplishments etc.
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8. Operational indicators
While strategic objectives define especially the new initiatives that the Ministry VROMI would like to
undertake in a given period, there is the matter of the core business that the ministry is tasked with,
in terms of services to the general public of Sint Maarten. Most of these services are reported on in a
statistical manner, as indicated below, and give an insight into the performance of the Ministry in
this area. It is noted that not all services rendered are currently adequately reflected in statistical
information, however an effort will be made in future reporting to improve this.

8.1
Policy Department
The Policy Department is responsible for preparation of policy and legislation for the entire Ministry
of VROMI. In addition, the department also has the task to advise the Minister and the executive
services in areas wherein current policy or legislation may yet be unclear. Below is a summary of the
advices rendered by the Policy Department in 2015.

Policy Advices 2015
Planning Permits or Variances

Requested
0

Request for advice
-

Domain affairs

58

-

Permit Department

11

Advices to the Minister

15

Request for advice other ministries

0
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8.2
Department of Permits
The Department of Permits is responsible for the processing of all applications for permits resorting
under the responsibility of VROMI. Below is an overview of the permits processed in 2015. For the
purpose of legibility of the number, it should be noted that there is a current delay of approximately
2 months in the review and processing of permits. The current pace of the processing of the permits
is more or less equal to the amount of permits submitted annually, however the processing of
incomplete permits of preceding years are also taken into account in the current year.

Requests 2015

Issued of 2015

Total Issued

January

18

0

16

February

21

0

21

March

9

6

30

April

17

2

12

May

24

6

15

June

19

12

22

July

21

3

8

August

19

7

10

September

20

19

23

October

20

11

17

November

16

12

21

December

14

15

24

Total

218

93

219

Building Permits 2015

Hindrance Permits 2015
Requested
January

Finalized/ issued

1

Finalized from previous years

Terminated / Cancelled

1

February

1

March

1

3

April

1

1

May

1

June

1

July

1

August

1
1

1

2

2

September

1

October

6

November

1

December

3

1

Total

17

5

1

1
1
1
11
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8.3
Department of Inspection
The Department of Inspection handles requests from especially the departments of Permits and of
Domain Affairs for carrying out and reporting on-site inspections. In addition, the department is also
responsible for investigating complaints and for enforcement in the event of infractions on VROMI
ordinances. Below is an overview of inspections carried out in 2015.

Inspections 2015
Conducted Inspections
286

Building
Routine inspection
Warning
Permit request
Other

Completed Cases
229

25
131
177
19

20
119
183
14

Domain
Environment / Hindrance
Hindrance permit
Warning
Safety Electrical
Complaints

72
23

63
21

303
292

135
223

Total

966

747

16
26

14
26

Pending Cases
39
5
12
54
5
9
0
10
0
37
69
82

8.4
Department of Domain Affairs
The Department of Domain Affairs is responsible for the management of the limited land assets of
the Government of Sint Maarten and the allocation thereof, mostly in long lease agreements, to
private citizens and to business. It is noteworthy that the amount of requests for long lease land
significantly exceeds the amount of available land for allocation, which underscores the need for
adequate policy in this area to more efficiently and effectively provide land for development. The
designation ‘finalized’ indicates long lease decrees finalized, while the designation ‘issued’ refers to
the agreements which are formalized through notarial deeds.

Domain Land Requests 2015
Requested

Finalized

Issued

January

26

1

5

February

50

2

6

March

64

3

5

April

38

3

6

May

37

0

4

June

30

2

6

July

31

1

6

August

29

4

7

September

52

1

4

October

40

3

7

November

46

3

3

December

29

1

1

474

65

41

Total
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